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Seymour Quilters Guild Newsletter 

August 2020    

(Special Summer Edition)  

 

NEXT MEETING: 

Vol. No. 18, Issue No. 8         When it’s safe for us to meet! 

 

 

 

 

President’S Report              Anne W. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Days! 

 

 

Most of all, I want to thank our clever ladies: Judy and Sonia, for their dedication and hard work in keeping 
all of us connected and informed through our Website and our Newsletter!!!  It is soooo enjoyable and 
inspiring to see so many of our members' contributions to these forums of ours as we patiently await our 
first Meeting in REAL time ....!!!?  !!!?  
  
PLEASE remember that: 

Time is not spilt 
when you Quilt, 
so, enjoy what you've built!!!!! 

 

Yours in quilting, Anne🐓✂ 

Purposes of the Society are:   
1. To bring learning experience and inspiration to its members by way of workshops,  
 demonstrations for the public, show and tell, speakers, and other programs. 
2. To provide a service to the community by the creation of quilts for those in need. 
 

Hello All, 

The long awaited summer did arrive, 

The sun and heat have made everything   
thrive, 

The bee is filling its hive. 

My visiting granddaughter and I are 
doing the jive. 

... so, lately not done very much quilting, 
but trying to keep my flowers from 
wilting. 
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A FEW RAMBLING, SUMMER COVID-19 THOUGHTS      Suzanne 
 

I hope everyone is staying well (and sane) during these very strange times.  When I think of all 

the suffering worldwide, I feel so grateful to live in Canada and particularly the North Shore. 

Apart from some less than lovely days in ‘January’, being able to get out in the fresh air for long 

walks has certainly helped with mental as well as physical 

well-being.  Also, it’s helped to burn some extra calories from 

that thick slice of crusty bread or that 2nd glass of wine. 

Additionally, I think we all so appreciate the calm and 

reassuring presence of Dr. Henry. 

Has it really been 5 months?  In some ways, it feels like only 

yesterday that the lockdown started.  I would have thought 

that, in this much time, my ‘to-do’ list would be have next to 

nothing on it - no such luck!  I actually think it has grown 

since that in some of my cleaning out, I have some across so 

many unfinished projects that had been totally forgotten.    I 

find that I’ve been so scattered and unable to concentrate for long on any one thing that not too 

much has been accomplished. There’s always tomorrow...... 

Since my last newsletter submission showing the most recent Q of V quilt top, I must admit I 

haven’t found (?) time to sandwich and quilt it but it has definitely moved up in priority on my job 

list.  I’ve finally made some space around my sewing machine to enable some quilting. 

Speaking of my sewing room, bringing some order out the chaos there has been my major focus. 

I’ve been at it for weeks and it still isn’t done but I can now see the light of day.  I have neatly 

folded (and pressed in some cases) all of my fabric stash which I’ve organized,  some by designer 

(Kaffe Fassett, Tula Pink, Laurel Burch) some by themes (kids, Christmas, etc.) and some by 

colours.  I certainly realize (and admit) that I’m a fabric addict.  I’ve only been quilting for about 

10 years or so but I’ve been a sewer since about the age of 12.  It feels so good to see my 

cutting table cleared of ‘stuff’.  Now to sorting patterns and scraps while prioritizing the UFOs. 

Here (next page) is a pic of a quilt top I have worked on - I needed to have some fun sewing time 

in the midst of all the chaos.  It emerged from a long forgotten bin - prep for a class project 

that didn’t appeal at the time (a Hoop Sisters machine embroidery quilt).  I had cut 168 - 6” 

squares of batik and about 130 - 6” black squares. How to use these fabrics?   
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A FEW RAMBLING, SUMMER COVID-19 THOUGHTS  (cont’d)    Suzanne 
 

While browsing through some magazines on their way to the recycling bag, I came across a 

disappearing 9-patch - a light bulb went on!  Below is the result (a king-size top) which is now off 

to Wendy Margerm for quilting. The wide backing fabric was also a ‘find’ in my sewing room – I’m 

definitely not a ‘beige’ person.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s certainly enough of my ramblings.  Next time I write, I 

hope to have the Q of V finished.  

To quote the late Dame Vera Lynn “… until we meet again ❣“ 

       Suzanne 

 

COVID-19 PROTOCOLS          Sharon R. 

   

              Enjoy! 

From Sharon R. 

Keep well and stay safe. 
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U-TUBE TUTORIAL          Elaine D. 

Check out this UTube tutorial, I found it very useful and an easy pattern to reduce stash.  The fabrics don’t 

have to be ugly but if they are this pattern will make them beautiful. 

The website is Karen Brown of “Just Get It Done Quilts”, 5 WAYS TO USE UGLY FABRIC ***FREE QUILT 
PATTERN*** 

        Elaine D. 

FROM OUR V-P       Linda D. 

There are no messages this month from Linda D (our V-P) because she is “blissfully buried in fabric”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE FROM NEWSLETTER EDITOR  Sonia B.      

 

Along with our August Newsletter, I am attaching two patterns that will be of interest to most of you.  

 One is from Barb McG., it’s a free pattern of an “Old Doorway”  (wall hanging) 

 The second one is from Chelan McD. on “How to Sew a Fabric Mask” by Sarah Maker.  Chelan found 

this very handy and it offers both adult and child-sized patterns.   

Both these patterns include easy to follow instructions and illustrations.  Have fun with them. 
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REPORTS 

MEMBERSHIP             Maureen and Anne R.      
 

 

 

 

Is yellow mellow? Not really.  It is the strongest and brightest color we can see.  

Yellow, the glorious colour of sunshine and warmth, daffodils, ducklings, Victoria plums, corn 

and mangos. The colour of life but also the opposite … sallow skin which can come from 

illness, bile and used to depict the Devil in ancient art.  

Alternatively, in religious paintings, yellow is typically the colour Judas wears—in Christianity 

it symbolises deceit.  It is possible that this negative root is the reason the colour also 

symbolises cowardice: an example of this is the American expression, ‘yellow-belly’.  In 

Christianity, the colour also grew to represent outsiders of faith.  During the Renaissance 

Jewish people were marked with the colour yellow. This was brought back in the times of 

Nazi Germany, when Jews were marked with a yellow star. It also depicts danger, it means 

“stay away” in the animal world usually accompanied by black; the yellow in wasps or the 

stripes on a tiger’s skin.  In ancient China, it was a sign of power, the sunshine colour only 

worn by the Emperor.  In our work-a-day world, yellow is the Caution color for road signs, 

Emergency vehicles and Street lights. 

In India, yellow, supposedly came from the excretion produced by cattle which had been fed 

a steady diet of yellow mangos and mango leaves.  The best yellow pigment came from the 

Far East, Orpiment or gold pigment came from China and Java.  Orpiment could be used for 

transformations but if another colour was applied on top then it all turned black because the 

pigment contained arsenic.  Both the Chinese and Javanese used Orpiment as a medicine but 

in very small quantities, similar to its use in Europe, a practice that was discontinued at the 

end of the 19th Century. 

Gamboge comes from a tall tree (Garcinia Lanburji) which is related to the mango family but 

bears no fruit.  Gamboge, comes from Cambodia, from the dried sap of trees and is 

extremely poisonous.  The sap dries to a brown resin, which is rare and very valuable.  A 

small piece looks like a crumbly piece of rotten wood.  If you were to add a drop of water 

the result would be a bright, clear yellow liquid.  Both Orpiment and Gamboge are still used 

in China, Java and Japan for painting on cotton, linen and paper.  The colour is purchased by 

water colour paint makers like Windsor and Newton.  It arrives in small brown cakes which is 

then ground down and used to make expensive water colour paints. 

 

This Month:   YELLOW 

They Call it Mellow Yellow  ....  (why?) 

 

 

Purple:  A metaphor for the Haves and the Have Nots!! 
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MEMBERSHIP   (cont’d)            Maureen and Anne R.      

 

Another yellow comes from Saffron, the most expensive spice in the world.  Although 

expensive it is affordable and is produced in bulk. However, it is also easily faked! Saffron 

has been grown in Kashmir and the mountainous areas of Asia since at least 500 BC. 

Real saffron comes from the ‘crocus sativus’.  Around the 13/14th Centuries, so the tale 

goes, a pilgrim returned to Chipping Walden, a small market town in Essex (UK) and brought 

with him corms, probably picked up in Greece on the way home, and from these corms grew a 

whole valuable crop for the township.  Saffron collected from the flowers was a new and 

valuable spice so much so the town became known as Saffron Walden. This died out round 

the 1700’s but theme remained.   

Anne notes that she had a number of clusters of the corms (which look like shallot bulbs) in 

her garden and each Fall they blossomed with deep blue purple petals and deep orange red 

centres … no leaves.  They were a lot larger than the Spring varieties. 

This month’s YELLOW questions: 

1. What is the Ketchup and Mustard Theory? 

2. Who is the Patron Saint of Pawnbroking and Why? 

3. What is Yellow Journalism?  Can you give a current example? 

 

Please email your answers to:  Maureen   mmckoliver@gmail.com 

        Anne:       pitcairn@telus.net 

 

 

Answers to the July Purple Questions: 

Thank you Moira, Judy, Sonia, Elaine, Arlene and Chris … did I miss anyone?? That is exactly 

.0008% of our membership. 

1. So….complete this Lyric from a 1963s song “ When the Deep Purple falls, over sleepy 

garden walls, and the _ 

Stars begin to twinkle in the night 

In the mist of my memory, you wander on back to me 

Breathing my name with a sigh… 

 

mailto:Mmckoliver@gmail.com
mailto:pitcairn@telus.net
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MEMBERSHIP   (cont’d)            Maureen and Anne R.      

 

2. What was the name of the 1985 Golden Globe winning movie directed by Steven 

Spielberg that featured Whoopie Goldberg, Danny Glover and Oprah Winfrey?   The 

Color Purple 

 

3. If you have 4mm or larger purple spots or blotches on your skin, what label might your 

Dr. call your condition?  Purpura  (Petechia are the smaller purple spots usually 1 -

2mm). 

All tied up in threads,  

Maureen and Anne 

 

 

LIBRARY    Kathryn, Glennis, Judy P, Tere, Kory 

    

Greetings everyone!   Last fall, I got a recommendation for a book (thanks to Diane M.) but, at the time, I had 

spent all my budget, so I put the book idea on the back burner.  It was on sale for a really good price on 

Amazon at the time but since then it has gone back to full price.  I have been keeping my eye out for it to go on 

sale again without much luck.  The book is “Quilt Toppings” by Melody Crust.   It was published in 2005 making 

it a fairly old book, so I am reluctant to pay full price.   If anyone sees this book on sale anywhere or if you have 

a copy you would like to donate please let me know. 

     Stay safe everyone and I look forward to seeing you all again!! 

Kathryn 

 

 

WEBSITE                 Judy S. http://seymourqg.wordpress.com 

It’s been really great that so many of you are contributing to the blog with your stories and photos.  They 

are helping to keep the guild connected right now. 

I, for one, am being entertained and inspired by all the different projects that people are working on.  The 

flora and fauna photos are lovely and a reminder that many things are carrying on as usual. 

         Judy 

 

http://seymourqg.wordpress.com/
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COMMUNITY QUILTS  Linda F. and Connie      

While we are not giving away any of our lovely quilts right now, we can still be sewing for our 

community.  Here are a few projects to tweak your interest. 

 The quilt is 40” by 56”, so it's a nice size to work on and it is already sandwiched and pinned. 

 The placemat kits are quick and easy, with everything included.   

 If you are working on a community quilt and need batting, I do have a roll here at home for members. 

 Let me know if you are willing to help call Linda F. @ 604-984-6195.    Thank you, Linda F. 

 

 

CQA REPORT               Marilyn and Eleanor     

 

 Note the new CQA logo displayed at the top of this report. 

 The old website will be ending on August 10 and the new website will be totally up on August 17. 

 The various challenges will be displayed one by one on dates from August 24 to Oct 3 and there will be 

online voting for Viewers’ Choice. 

 We are pleased to announce that our guild members have entries in the Try-a-Triad, Trend Tex and 

Gateway to Adventure Challenges. 

 Postcards will be offered for sale/auction.  The process for the sale will unfold with time. 

 Be sure to check out the new website on August 17.   

VIRTUAL SHOW DATES FOR THE 2020 CHALLENGES 

 2020 Suzi-Q Youth Challenge:  Displayed on website by August 24 - Online Viewers' Choice  voting Aug. 24 - 
Sept. 5. 

 
 2020 TRY-A-TRIAD Challenge:  Displayed on website by August 31 - Online Viewers' Choice voting Sept. 5 – 19. 

 
 2020 TrendTex Challenge - Displayed on website by Sept. 15 - Online Viewers' Choice voting Sept. 15 – 29. 

 
 2020 Gateway To Adventure Challenge - Displayed on website by Sept. 15 - Online Viewers' Choice voting 

Sept.19 -  Oct. 3. 

Happy Quilting,   Marilyn and Eleanor 
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PROGRAMME/WORKSHOPS COMMITTEE              Barb, Marilyn and Les    

 

We had our second successful Zoom Sew Our Stash at Home Quilt Day July 15.  In fact, the 

consensus was to continue with our virtual sewing days as we are enjoying the interaction and it 

always includes a show and tell! 

 You will have noticed that the planning for each SOSAH comes with a preparation sheet 

around a theme – this month’s will be variations on log cabin blocks.  We need to thank 

Marilyn for pulling these together.  Each, including the links, will be saved on our website 

on the SOSAH Days page, under the Activities tab, meaning you have them for reference. 

 

PS:  Sonia will be separately e-mailing the Prep Sheet to you so that the links will be easily accessible  

(links are not supported at this time via the newsletter due to security issues). 

 

 Our next SOSAH day will be Wednesday, August 19.  We will send out the Zoom 

information a few days prior to the meeting – first dial up for 11:30 am (lunch, catching 

up) and the second at 3 pm.  That is a great time to share what you have been sewing over 

the day.   

 

 With all the piecing and quilting going on, you must have been getting some of those UFOs 

off your plate.  Register those projects (don’t worry about toonies right now).  Have you 

finished something not previously registered?  Let us know. 

        Barb 

 

******** 

  

 

 

 

 


